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Activity Title Primary Standard Problem Level
Secondary 
Standard

Prerequisite 
Standard

Khan Academy 
Support

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

1-1 Addition and 
Subtraction within 21 - 
Kevin and Celia Collecting 
Marbles

OA.1.1: Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word 
problems involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting 
together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all 
positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a 
symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.

Video

1-2 Addition and 
Subtraction within 21 - Bella 
and Dominique Do Jigsaw 
Puzzles

OA.1.1: Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word 
problems involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting 
together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all 
positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a 
symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.

Video

1-3 Addition of Three 
Whole Numbers - Sum Less 
than 21 - Mrs. Garcia's Class 
at the Library

OA.1.2: Solve word problems that call for addition of three whole 
numbers whose sum is less than or equal to 20, e.g., by using 
objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown 
number to represent the problem.

Video

1-4 Addition of Three 
Whole Numbers - Sum Less 
than 21 - Mr. Richardson's 
Class Rabbit

OA.1.2: Solve word problems that call for addition of three whole 
numbers whose sum is less than or equal to 20, e.g., by using 
objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown 
number to represent the problem.

Video

1-5 Apply Properties of 
Operations - Addition and 
Subtraction - Domino 
Number Sentences

OA.1.3: Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and 
subtract. Examples: If 8 + 3 = 11 is known, then 3 + 8 = 11 is also 
known. (Commutative property of addition.) To add 2 + 6 + 4, the 
second two numbers can be added to make a ten, so 2 + 6 + 4 = 2 
+ 10 = 12. (Associative property of addition.)

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-add-sub-20/cc-early-math-word-problems-within-20/v/sea-monsters-and-superheroes
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-add-sub-20/cc-early-math-word-problems-within-20/v/sea-monsters-and-superheroes
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-add-sub-20/cc-early-math-add-20/v/adding-3-numbers
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-add-sub-20/cc-early-math-add-20/v/adding-3-numbers
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Activity Title Primary Standard Problem Level
Secondary 
Standard

Prerequisite 
Standard

Khan Academy 
Support

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative
Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative
Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

1-6 Understand Subtraction 
as an Unknown Addend 
Problem - Shopping with 
Tasha's Mom

OA.1.4: Understand subtraction as an unknown-addend problem. 
For example, subtract 10 - 8 by finding the number that makes 10 
when added to 8.

Video

1-7 Understand Subtraction 
as an Unknown Addend 
Problem - Green and Red 
Apple Display

OA.1.4: Understand subtraction as an unknown-addend problem. 
For example, subtract 10 - 8 by finding the number that makes 10 
when added to 8.

OA.1.6 OA.K.3
OA.K.4

Video

1-8 Relate Counting to 
Addition and Subtraction - 
Lynne's Number Puzzles

OA.1.5: Relate counting to addition and subtraction (e.g., by 
counting on 2 to add 2).

Video

1-9 Relate Counting to 
Addition/Subtraction 
Cecile's Number

OA.1.5 Relate counting to addition and subtraction (e.g., by 
counting on 2 to add 2).

OA.1.6 CC.K.2

1-10 Add and Subtract 
within 21 - Jacob and 
Marco's Pens

OA.1.6: Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for 
addition and subtraction within 10. Use strategies such as 
counting on; making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 4 = 10 + 4 = 14); 
decomposing a number leading to a ten (e.g., 13 - 4 = 13 - 3 - 1 = 
10 - 1 = 9); using the relationship between addition and 
subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12 - 8 = 4); 
and creating equivalent but easier or known sums (e.g., adding 6 
+ 7 by creating the known equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13).

Video

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-add-sub-basics/cc-early-math-add-subtract-10/v/relating-addition-and-subtraction
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-add-sub-basics/cc-early-math-add-subtract-10/v/relating-addition-and-subtraction
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-add-sub-basics/cc-early-math-add-subtract-10/v/relating-addition-and-subtraction
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/addition-subtraction/two_dig_add_sub/v/adding-whole-numbers-and-applications-1
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Activity Title Primary Standard Problem Level
Secondary 
Standard

Prerequisite 
Standard

Khan Academy 
Support

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

1-11 Add and Subtract 
within 21 - Sara's Visit to 
the Pet Store

OA.1.6: Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for 
addition and subtraction within 10. Use strategies such as 
counting on; making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 4 = 10 + 4 = 14); 
decomposing a number leading to a ten (e.g., 13 - 4 = 13 - 3 - 1 = 
10 - 1 = 9); using the relationship between addition and 
subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12 - 8 = 4); 
and creating equivalent but easier or known sums (e.g., adding 6 
+ 7 by creating the known equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13).

Video

1-12 Relate Counting to 
Addition and Subtraction - 
Ryan and Felicia's Sticker 
Books

OA.1.7: Understand the meaning of the equal sign, and determine 
if equations involving addition and subtraction are true or false. 
For example, which of the following equations are true and which 
are false? 6 = 6, 7 = 8 - 1, 5 + 2 = 2 + 5, 4 + 1 = 5 + 2.

OA.1.4 OA.K.1 Video

1-13 Unknown Addends, 
Subtrahends, or Minuends - 
Stacey's Coins

OA.1.8: Determine the unknown whole number in an addition or 
subtraction equation relating three whole numbers. For example, 
determine the unknown number that makes the equation true in 
each of the equations 8 + ? = 11, 5 = ? - 3, 6 + 6 = ?.

1-14 Unknown Addends, 
Subtrahends, or Minuends - 
Billy's Seashells

OA.1.8: Determine the unknown whole number in an addition or 
subtraction equation relating three whole numbers. For example, 
determine the unknown number that makes the equation true in 
each of the equations 8 + ? = 11, 5 = ? - 3, 6 + 6 = ?.

1-15 Unknown Addends, 
Subtrahends, or Minuends - 
Fran Makes Cupcakes

OA.1.8: Determine the unknown whole number in an addition or 
subtraction equation relating three whole numbers. For example, 
determine the unknown number that makes the equation true in 
each of the equations 8 + ? = 11, 5 = ? - 3, 6 + 6 = ?.

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/addition-subtraction/two_dig_add_sub/v/adding-whole-numbers-and-applications-1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-add-sub-20/cc-early-math-equals-sign/v/equal-sign
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Activity Title Primary Standard Problem Level
Secondary 
Standard

Prerequisite 
Standard

Khan Academy 
Support

Progressing MD.K.2
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative MD.K.2
Progressing MD.1.1
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative
Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative
Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

1-16 Compare and Order 
Lengths - Jody in the 
Classroom

MD.1.1: Order three objects by length; compare the lengths of 
two objects indirectly by using a third object.

Videos

1-17 Compare and Order 
Lengths - Katy's Colored 
Pencils

MD.1.1: Order three objects by length; compare the lengths of 
two objects indirectly by using a third object.

Videos

1-18 Ordering Objects by 
Length - Mr. Oliver's 
Vegetable Garden

MD.1.1 Order three objects by length; compare the lengths of 
two objects indirectly by using a third object.

MD.K.2 Video

1-19 Measuring Length 
Multiple Objects - 
Measuring with a Model 
Car

MD.1.2 Express the length of an object as a whole number of 
length units, by laying multiple copies of a shorter object (the 
length unit) end to end; understand that the length measurement 
of an object is the number of same-size length units that span it 

MD.K.1

1-20 Tell Time to the Hour 
or Half Hour - Cody Tells 
Time

MD.1.3: Tell and write time.

1-21 Tell Time to the Hour 
or Half Hour - Mr. 
Washington's Class 
Schedule

MD.1.3: Tell and write time.

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-measure-data-topic/cc-early-math-length-intro/v/order-by-length
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-measure-data-topic/cc-early-math-length-intro/v/order-by-length
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-measure-data-topic/cc-early-math-length-intro/v/order-by-length
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Activity Title Primary Standard Problem Level
Secondary 
Standard

Prerequisite 
Standard

Khan Academy 
Support

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative
Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative NBT.1.1
Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative
Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative
Progressing NBT.1.2.a
Meeting
Expanding OA.1.6
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

1-22 Interpret Data - 
Winchester Elementary's 
Trip to the Zoo

MD.1.4: Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three 
categories; ask and answer questions about the total number of 
data points, how many in each category, and how many more or 
less are in one category than in another.

MD.K.3 Video

1-23 Interpret Data - Mrs. 
Sanders in the Library

MD.1.4: Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three 
categories; ask and answer questions about the total number of 
data points, how many in each category, and how many more or 
less are in one category than in another.

MD.K.3 Video

1-24 Count to 120 from a 
Given Number - Brenda at 
the Supermarket

NBT.1.1: Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120. In 
this range, read and write numerals and represent a number of 
objects with a written numeral.

Video

1-25 Count to 120 from a 
Given Number - Mrs. 
Henderson's Class Field Trip 
to the Farm

NBT.1.1: Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120. In 
this range, read and write numerals and represent a number of 
objects with a written numeral.

Video

1-26 Place Value in Two-
Digit Numbers - Erica's Toy 
Cars

NBT.1.2 Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number 
represent amounts of tens and ones. Understand the following as 
special cases:

Video

1-27 Place Value to Tens - 
Working at Pizza Town

NBT.1.2: Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number 
represent amounts of tens and ones. Understand the following as 
special cases:

Video

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-measure-data-topic/cc-early-math-bar-graphs/v/reading-bar-graph-examples
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-measure-data-topic/cc-early-math-bar-graphs/v/reading-bar-graph-examples
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-counting-topic/cc-early-math-numbers-120/v/number-grid
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-counting-topic/cc-early-math-numbers-120/v/number-grid
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-place-value-topic/cc-early-math-tens/v/place-value-introduction
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-place-value-topic/cc-early-math-tens/v/place-value-introduction
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Activity Title Primary Standard Problem Level
Secondary 
Standard

Prerequisite 
Standard

Khan Academy 
Support

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative
Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding NBT.1.3
Investigative NBT.1.4

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing NBT.K.1
Meeting

1-28 Compare Two 2-Digit 
Numbers - Julia and Simone 
Read

NBT.1.3: Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of 
the tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons 
with the symbols >, =, and <.

Video

1-29 Compare Two Two-
Digit Numbers - Making 
Necklaces

NBT.1.3 Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of 
the tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons 
with the symbols >, =, and <.

CC.K.7

1-30 Add within 101 - Mr. 
Taylor's Fruit

NBT.1.4: Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and 
a one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple 
of 10, using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on 
place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship 
between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written 
method and explain the reasoning used. Understand that in 
adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and 
ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten.

Video

1-31 Adding/ Subtracting 
Up to 10 Mentally - Pennies 
in Tatum's Piggy Bank

NBT.1.5 Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 
less than the number, without having to count; explain the 
reasoning used.

CC.K.1

1-32 Adding/ Subtracting 
Up to 10 Mentally - 
Collecting Action Figures

NBT.1.5 Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 
less than the number, without having to count; explain the 
reasoning used.

NBT.1.2.a CC.K.1 Video

1-33 Understand 
Subtraction - Boxes of 

NBT.1.6: Subtract multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 from 
multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 (positive or zero differences), 

          
        

          
    

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-place-value-topic/cc-early-math-three-digit-compare/v/comparing-whole-numbers
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-add-sub-100/cc-early-math-add-two-dig-intro/v/adding-two-digit-numbers-no-regrouping
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-add-sub-100/cc-early-math-add-ones-tens/v/comparing-adding-1-and-10
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Activity Title Primary Standard Problem Level
Secondary 
Standard

Prerequisite 
Standard

Khan Academy 
Support

Expanding

Progressing

Meeting

Expanding
Investigative
Progressing
Meeting G.K.4
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

  
    

Crackers

          
           

using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place 
value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between 
addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method 
and explain the reasoning used.

1-34 Properties of Shapes - 
Designing with Tiles

G.1.1: Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are 
closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, 
orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess 
defining attributes.

Video

1-35 Properties of Shapes - 
Making Shapes with 
Toothpicks

G.1.1: Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are 
closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, 
orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess 
defining attributes.

Video

1-36 Two- and Three-
Dimensional Shapes - 
Shapes at the Grocery Store

G.1.2: Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, 
trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-
dimensional shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular 
cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, 
and compose new shapes from the composite shape.

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-geometry-topic/cc-early-math-shapes/v/recognizing-shapes
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-geometry-topic/cc-early-math-shapes/v/recognizing-shapes
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Activity Title Primary Standard Problem Level
Secondary 
Standard

Prerequisite 
Standard

Khan Academy 
Support

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding
Investigative

Progressing
Meeting
Expanding

1-37 Two- and Three-
Dimensional Shapes - 
Buildings on the Farm

G.1.2: Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, 
trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-
dimensional shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular 
cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, 
and compose new shapes from the composite shape.

G.1.1 G.K.6

1-38 Identify Equal Parts - 
Mr. Knight Makes Apple 
Pies

G.1.3: Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal 
shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and 
quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of. 
Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. Understand 
for these examples that decomposing into more equal shares 

  

Video

1-39 Identify Equal Parts - 
Ellen and Ming Snack

G.1.3: Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal 
shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and 
quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of. 
Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. Understand 
for these examples that decomposing into more equal shares 

 ll  h

Video

1-40 Identify Equal Parts - 
Caroline Makes Lasagna

G.1.3: Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal 
shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and 
quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of. 
Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. Understand 
for these examples that decomposing into more equal shares 

 ll  h

Video

1-41 Identify Equal Parts - 
Working with Clay in Art 
Class

G.1.3: Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal 
shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and 
quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of. 
Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. Understand 
for these examples that decomposing into more equal shares 

  

Video

1-42 Identify Equal Parts - 
Pizza for Dinner

G.1.3: Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal 
shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and 
quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of. 

            
         

  

Video

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-geometry-topic/cc-early-math-fractions-of-shapes/e/halves-and-fourths
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-geometry-topic/cc-early-math-fractions-of-shapes/e/halves-and-fourths
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-geometry-topic/cc-early-math-fractions-of-shapes/e/halves-and-fourths
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-geometry-topic/cc-early-math-fractions-of-shapes/e/halves-and-fourths
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-geometry-topic/cc-early-math-fractions-of-shapes/e/halves-and-fourths
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Activity Title Primary Standard Problem Level
Secondary 
Standard

Prerequisite 
Standard

Khan Academy 
Support

Investigative

Progressing
Meeting

Expanding
Investigative

1-43 Identify Equal Parts - 
Jenna Shares Her Sandwich 

G.1.3: Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal 
shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and 
quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of. 
Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. Understand 
for these examples that decomposing into more equal shares 
creates smaller shares.

Video

     
  

          
          

            
Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. Understand 
for these examples that decomposing into more equal shares 
creates smaller shares.

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-geometry-topic/cc-early-math-fractions-of-shapes/v/halves-and-fourths
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